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Acts 9:20-31  

• Paul starting in Damascus and Jerusalem.  
Then proceeded to Caesarea and to 
Tarsus. 

• Paul is preaching the Gospel and trying to 
establish credibility with the Christian 
community.   

• During this time he is a man without a 
country feared by Christians and hated by 
Jews.    



Acts 9:32-43  

• Peter heals Aeneas and raises Dorcas 
from the dead. 

• The chapter switches back to Peter with 
the word “meanwhile” 

• The attention to the ministry of Peter will 
continue through chapter 12. 

• After chapter 12 the attention is on the 
Apostle Paul’s ministry.    



Acts 10  

• This is the story of the house of Cornelius 
and the first salvation among the gentiles. 

• God had set this up through a series of 
visions and commands.   

• God had brought together what man could 
not or would not think to do.   

• God spoke directly to Cornelius then God 
spoke directly to Peter.  This is the sovereign 
work of God.    



Cornelius  

   The name is Roman and belonged to 
distinguished families in the imperial city, 
such as the Scipios and Sulla. Thus he was 
probably an Italian of Roman blood. 
Julian the Apostate reckons him as one of 
the few persons of distinction who 
became a Christian. He was evidently a 
man of importance in Caesarea and well 
known to the Jews. He was a centurion in 
the Italian cohort.  A commander of 100. 



Cornelius  

    He is described as devout and God-fearing, 
not circumcised but read the Scriptures, and 
practiced more or less the Jewish rites. He 
was well reported of by the Jews, and his 
religion showed itself in prayer at the regular 
hours, and in alms to the people of Israel. 
Even to the Jews he was considered a noble. 
man.  He seems to have made his house a 
sort of church, for his relatives and friends 
were in sympathy with him, and among the 
soldiers who closely attended him were 
some devout ones. 



Visions  

• In the book of Acts God uses visions to 
guide and reach people and shape events. 

• God uses dreams and visions to 
communicate prophetic revelations.  

• Dreams are the most difficult to filter and 
discern as messages from God. 

• Dreams usually are vivid and remembered 
and repeated with a godly message.   



Visions  

• Visions are deeper revelations seen in the 
following four levels. 

• 1.  “Seeing in the Spirit”  a dream like 
picture in the mind. 

• 2.  A vivid dream while you are awake. 

• 3.  Seeing a vision like a movie. 

• 4.  Seeing a vision and hearing as the 
reality in the moment.  



Visions  

• Cornelius’ vision.  The Greek word HORAMA 
meaning a spectacle or sight.  An appearance 
something coming into view.   

• Peter’s vision.  The Greek work EKSTASIS 
meaning  “A condition in which ordinary 
consciousness and the perception of natural 
circumstances were withheld, and the soul 
was susceptible only to the vision imparted 
by God.”  Vine’s Expository Dictinary 



The Jewish Believers  

• The early church was primarily and almost 
exclusively converted Jews. 

• “Messianic Jews”  for the first 14 years until 
the revelation to Peter in Acts 10 

• W.B.Godby said, “Before 70-73 a.d. Christian 
Jews kept the law of Moses, circumcising 
their children, offering animal sacrifices, and 
performing many other ordinances 
according to the Levitical ritual.” 

 



The Gentiles  

• From the time of the revelation to Peter 
and the events of Acts 10-11 the gentiles 
were unofficially evangelized until the 
issue was addressed in Acts 15 at the 
Council of Jerusalem in 48 a.d.  

• An estimated time of about 4 years from 
Acts chapter 20 to the Council in Acts 15. 

• Ephesians 2:11-22 



The Sermon  

• Peter preached the first sermon to a 
specific gentile group.  Acts 10:34-48   

• During the sermon they received the 
message and were saved. 

• During the sermon they also began to 
speak in tongues as in Acts chapter 2.   

• This being a sign to Peter that salvation 
and the Holy Spirit had come and that 
they needed to be baptized in water.   
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